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Abstract

With development of digital multimedia, many applications, such as VoD, remote
education, and so on, becomes a reality. Multimedia resource in education system becomes
very rich. With the increasing number of multimedia files in school server, how terminal
computers in classrooms fetch multimedia at fast speed and low cost is an important problem
to solve. Multimedia used in education system has a long history. In order to decrease
bandwidth consumption, a new method of dynamic schedule algorithm based on patching
prefetching and proxy prefetching has been proposed. Proxy cache first use unicast to get
data from server, and then, data sending to each terminal computer would adopt multicast.
Proxy server pre-fetches the patching data for the subsequent request from the ongoing entire
stream and caches them at the buffer. Simulation results show that the algorithm can
effectively decrease bandwidth without add space of cache.
Keywords: education system; streaming multimedia; prefix caching; scheduling algorithm

1. Introduction
Multimedia has greatly changed human’s lifestyle. We can find its application in various
areas, including advertisements [1], art [2], education, entertainment [3], engineering [4],
medicine, mathematics [5], business, scientific research [6], and spatial temporal applications.
Multimedia has also used in multidisciplinary [7]. It nearly appears with every aspects in our
life. Whatever we do, we would contact multimedia.
In order to improve efficiency of teaching, multimedia is widely used in education. Due to
its vivid pictures and videos, multimedia helps teachers give students more clear expression.
The technology can help students to concentrate on learning and improve efficiency.
Visualization technology can change abstract and boring lesson to be vivid 3D picture or
video to improve intuition. In fact, studies on multimedia used in education have been greatly
developed. The studies focus on many subjects, including teaching method [8-10], education
system [11-13] and education tools [14-15]. Education direction is also researched [16].
Here, we would concentrate on the management of multimedia in education system. We
would develop an algorithm to manage the multimedia files and distribute them properly.
With the development of distributed system, education system now is integrated into school
network. Computers in classroom or students’ computers are as terminal computers in the
system in the future. All resources would be stored in server and each terminal computer in
classroom or other places request the resource. In the system, data transmission can use
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streaming media technology. The server sends resource to proxy and proxy sends resource to
terminal computers. This mechanism can reduce the bandwidth and improve the utilizing
efficiency. Also, it can decrease a lot of cost in memory. In education system, multimedia in
classroom must play smoothly, with no delay and low jitter. Or else, it may be influence
teaching effect. So, the algorithm of how to send multimedia to terminal computers is very
important.
In internet, many algorithm is developed. But in education system, it has its own
characteristics. For example, curriculum is influenced by term and in each term, some
curriculums would be taught to students at the same time, terminal computers would request
for same files concurrently. But in internet, users send request is random. In education system,
the algorithm is different from that in internet. However, the two systems have some same
characteristics too. For example, they can use steaming media technology.
In the paper, we develop a new algorithm for education system. Streaming multimedia system
is used in the education system. Server stores all the resources and sent to proxy. Proxy sends
resources to terminal computers. The system is showed in Figure 1.
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Figure1. Proxy based streaming multimedia system
Usually, streaming multimedia system operation needs segments dividing, caching
mechanism, data transmission and other aspects. Segments dividing has some common
method [17-18] and caching methods are also has relative studies [19-20]. Also, indispensable
part of the technology is data delivering mechanism. This mechanism is divided into merging
[21-23], batching [24] and patching [25].
Algorithm in the paper refers data transmission mechanism between server, proxy and
terminal computers. In the system, the prefix part is pre-stored in proxy server before lesson
starting at the aim of decreasing the start delay in the terminal computer. Adding to data
transmission technology, more terminal computers hare a same multicast streaming to
effectively reduce the bandwidth and server resource consumption with good performance.
When one file has high access frequency, it would still consume more resource of the system
according to algorithms introduced before.
The main contribution of the paper is development of new Dynamic Scheduling
Algorithms based on Proxy Caching for Streaming Media in Education system. Algorithm
can decrease the bandwidth of main network, server and proxy cache, especially with high
access multimedia object. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Related
algorithms are revisited in Section 2. Dynamics scheduling algorithm is derived in Section 3.
The simulation is given in Section 4 and conclusion is in Section 5.
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2. Existing Technology Analysis
Batching technology [26] give a short delay to an access request to wait for more arriving
of accesses. It process many accesses at a time and start a multicast to serve more users.
Patching technology is an effective and timely dynamic schedule technology [27]. In the
algorithm, bandwidth is seen a group logical channel and bandwidth of each channel equals
video play rate. Regular channel delivers the whole multimedia object and patching channel
deliver patches. Data flow in regular channel is called regular flow or regular stream and in
patching channel is called patch flow or patch stream. If an access arriving, server checks
whether the flow is in channel. If not, server start a new one. If has, notice the computer to
receive the flow and start patching channel to deliver patches. Usually, in order to get better
performance, combination algorithm of batching and patching is often used.
OBP + Prefix caching (optimized batch patching & prefix caching) [28] method needs
terminal computers with good performance. Computers should have capability of receiving
three streams. The three streams received are prefix stream, patch stream and regular stream
respectively. The algorithm also needs big cache size. When the algorithm is in use, patches
would be fetched repeatedly from server. That is to say that the algorithm waste the
bandwidth of server and main link in network.
OBP + Prefix & patch caching (optimized batch patching + Prefix & patch caching) [29] is
derived from OBP + Prefix caching. The algorithm uses patches caching in segments. In a
patch window W , terminal computer can fetch patch segments from last batch time zone.
Then, in different batch time zone, terminal just fetch the missing segments from sever. This
algorithm can fetch less segments than OBP + Prefix caching and save bandwidth. At the
same time it just need that the terminal computer receives two streams.
OBP + Prefix & patch caching has better performance than OBP + Prefix caching. But,
when accesses have high arriving ratio, proxy would process lots of accesses in each batch
time zone. In this condition, proxy may deliver data as regular stream in one time zone and
process same data as patch stream in next time zone. This is a waste of system resources. In
order to avoid the phenomenon, dynamic scheduling algorithm has been proposed in the
paper.

3. Dynamics Scheduling Algorithm
In education system, unicast is also used in network between server while proxy and
multicast is used in network between proxy and terminal computers. We should make some
assumptions before describing the algorithm. Access from each terminal computer is always
from the beginning of media file. The proxy would pre-store prefix of multimedia.
3.1 Dynamics scheduling algorithm
Basic idea of the algorithm is proxy server pre-fetch and cache patches when it delivers
regular data flow. Whether to pre-fetch is due to the whether there are accesses in. If there is
no access in during batch processing zone but has in next zone, missing patches is appeared
and these patches need to fetch from server through patch channel. The algorithm can greatly
decrease number of patches through patch channel, decrease flow rate across main link path
and reduce the number of concurrent flow in server.
As shows in Figure 2. Multimedia object with time length L is divided into two parts:
prefix and postfix. Client request A, B, C and D point to a same object. If we define time
length of prefix L p  b and all the rest of the object is postfix Ls  L  L p . For the
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convenient study, the postfix is also divided in to many segments to respond the time length
of batch processing. T represents the threshold of start-up period in regular channel.
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Figure 2. of Dynamics scheduling algorithm
Detail description:
(1) For those Client requests of arriving time in t  [t0 , t1 ) , proxy server would deliver the
prefix L p according to unicast. If there has no postfix of request object, the proxy would
request server for regular flow L  b at time t1 . At the same time, the proxy allocate a space of
size b to cache the coming data section [b, 2b) . The data section would be as patch of client
request in time zone of [t1 , t2 ) . The proxy deliver the data to clients after accept the regular
flow. Client with request arriving time in [t0 , t1 ) would join the multicast channel.
(2) There are also client request arriving at [t1 , t2 ) , proxy server would deliver the prefix to
each client according with unicast. It also allocate an cache space with size b to cache data
[2b,3b) . The data is as patch of client request with arriving time in [t2 , t3 ) . In addition, proxy
deliver the patch data through patch channel. As system operates at time t3 , two patches of
[b, 2b) and [2b,3b) have been cached in proxy cache area.
(3) In patch window [t0 , t0  W ) , if there is no request arriving, proxy server would not
allocate cache space. For example, there is no request arriving in zone [t2 , t3 ) , space would
not allocate at time t3 . If there is request arriving in time zone of [t3 , t4 ) and proxy just cache
two patches of [b,2b) and [2b,3b)with missing patch [3b, 4b) , proxy would fetch the missing
patch through patch channel. In this condition, the proxy allocates space with size of 2b at
time t4 . The allocate space would cache patches of [3b, 4b) and [4b,5b) .
(4) If client request arrives in time zone of [t0  W , t0  Lp  W ) , proxy would not pre-fetch
patches. This is the biggest cache size the proxy allocates. Based on the distribution condition,
patches pre-fetched in proxy cache as well as re-delivery patches according to starting patch
channel are also showed in figure 2. Pre-fetched patches are showed in shadow area and redelivery patches are showed in oblique line area.
(5) If T  t0  Lp  W and request arriving time is in [t0  Lp  W , t0  T ) , the proxy can’t
allocate space for multimedia object. Then, proxy start patch channel to fetch patch with time
length of t  W  Lp and deliver them to clients.
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(6) If client request arrives at time T  t0  T , proxy ask server to deliver a new regular
flow and begin a next period.
In the algorithm, proxy use prefix cache and unicast to deliver prefix of media to each
client. This can diminish the time delay in each classroom. The method can provide the
normal class. Rest data is delivered according to patch data or regular data through multicast
mechanism. This method can raise transmission efficiency. When arriving rate of requests of
terminal computers is higher, patches according to patch channel to deliver would be less.
Ideal condition is that requests arrive in every time zone and patch pre-fetching method can
satisfy all the demands of terminal computer. The worst condition is just one request arrives
in the last time zone. That means proxy misses （N-1)b patches. It needs proxy to start patch
channel to fetch the missing patches.
3.2 Analysis of algorithm
In order to analyze the performance of the algorithm, many parameters need to calculate,
such as, patches number in cast period between adjacent groups, mean bandwidth of server
output, bandwidth of network and proxy cache size, and so on. In order to compare with other
algorithm simply, we make an assumption of the system in ideal condition. The ideal
condition includes no deliver time delay, no jitter, and so on. The streaming multimedia use
CBR (constant bit rate) as coding way and terminal computers request the multimedia play
from the beginning part.
Assumptions in the algorithm are showed as the following.
(1) Requests from terminal computers obey Poisson distribution. Mean request arriving rate
is  . Then, probability in a time zone without any requests is p  eb . This is to say that time
interval between two terminal computers is bigger than b . Probability in a time zone with
requests is 1  p
(2) yi is the number of requests in the i th time zone. y1 , y2 , y3 ,… yN are independent and
with the same distribution.
(3) Whether needs patch service in i th batch processing is up to values of yi 1 and yi . If
yi 1  0 and yi  0 , patch channel is needed to start up to deliver patch of [(i  1)b, ib) . If
yi  0 , patch channel is not needed to start. If y1 , y2 , y3 ,… y N are equal, whether they are 0
or not 0, patch channel is not needed to start.
(4) In patch window W , size of patch service is  N .

 N  { N |  N  0,1b,2b,...( N  1)b}
If p i represents the probability of i * b , that is to say

p( N  ib)  pi ,

i  0,1,..., N  1

So, we can get the expectation of  N
N 1

N 1

i 0

i 1

E N  b  i  pi  b  i  pi
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Rest work is to determine p i

p0  p( N  0)
 (1  p)N  (1  p)N  1 p 1  (1  p)N  2 p 2  ...  (1  p)2 p N  2  (1  p)p N  1
 C N0  0(1  p)N  C N1  1(1  p)N  1 p 1  C N2  2(1  p)N  2 p 2  ...
 C21(1  p)2 p N  2  C10(1  p)p N  1


N

C
j 0

(1  p)N  j p j

0
N j

p1  p( N  1b)
 ( N  1)(1  p)N  1 p 1  ( N  2)(1  p)N  2 p 2  ...  2(1  p)2 p N  2  (1  p)p N  1
 C N1  1(1  p)N  1 p 1  C N1  2(1  p)N  2 p 2  ...
 C21(1  p)2 p N  2  C11(1  p)p N  1


N 1

C
j 1

(1  p)N  j p j

1
N j

p 2  p( N  2b)
 ( N  2)(1  p)N  2 p 2  (1  p)N  3 p 3  ...  2(1  p)2 p N  2  (1  p)p N  1
 C N2  1(1  p)N  2 p 2  C N2  2(1  p)N  3 p 3  ...  C32(1  p)2 p N  2  C 22(1  p)p N  1


N 2

C
j 1

(1  p)N  j  1 p j  1

2
Nj

p3  p( N  3b)
 ( N  3)(1  p)N  3 p 3  ( N  4)(1  p)N  4 p 4  ...  (1  p)2 p N  2  (1  p)p N  1
 C N3  1(1  p)N  3 p 3  C N3  2(1  p)N  4 p 4  ...  C34(1  p)2 p N  2  C33(1  p)p N  1


N 3

C
j 1

(1  p)N  j  2 p j  2

3
N j

So, total probability of p i can be deducted as the following:

pi 

N i

C
j 1

(1  p)N  i  j  1 p i  j  1

i
N j

Where, i  1,2,..., N  1 . And
N 1

E N  b 
i 1
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Then, we can know mean patch number  in arbitrary two regular multicast flow.


(T  W  L p )2
,
 E N 
2

  
 E ,
N



W  Lp  T
W  Lp  T

Mean bandwidth of server output is

 r  (L - L p )r
  (L - b)
 r
T  1/
T  1/

R 
Mean proxy cache occupied is:

s  br  (   )r
Where,   is patches fetched from regular channel. br represents cache memory
occupied by prefix and (   )r represents that of patches occupied.   can be determined
by the following equation.

   b  (1  p)( N  1)b  b  (W  b)(1  p)
Bandwidth of proxy is determined as the following equation.

B 

(Tb  W 2 / 2)r
 R
T  1/ 

Maximum cache memory in terminal computer is (W  b)r .

4. Simulation
In the simulation, start period T in regular channel is set to be W  b . That is to say
maximum cache memory proxy can allocate is equal to that of period threshold of regular
flow start up.
The streaming multimedia objects code with MPEG-1 with the transmission speed of
1.5Mbit/s, space size is in 300MB~800MB and time length is 60min; prefix size is 40s. For
the reason of OBP + Prefix & patch caching having better performance than OBP + Prefix
caching, the simulation just compares the results of dynamic schedule algorithm and OBP +
Prefix & patch caching algorithm.
Table 1. Percentage of bandwidth saved under dynamic schedule algorithm

W=1
W=5
W=10
W=15
W=50

Copyright ⓒ 2014 SERSC

Percentage of bandwidth saved/%
λ=0.25
λ=1
λ=5
100
100
100
87.29
72.40
99.52
32.52
66.82
99.41
28.38
64.99
99.38
22.54
64.08
94.05
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Figure 3. Relation between patches and W
Figure 3 shows bandwidth consumed by two algorithms and (D) represents dynamic
schedule algorithm while (O) represents OBP + prefix & patch caching. It is obviously that
dynamic schedule algorithm can decrease bandwidth consumption. With  grows,
percentage saved of bandwidth of patch channel increases. Table 1 shows the percentage of
bandwidth saved in patch channel under dynamic schedule algorithm.
Table 2. Percentage of bandwidth saved in main link of system

W=1
W=5
W=10
W=15
W=20
W=50

λ=0.25
0.25
1.23
2.29
3.35
4.18
8.29

Percentage of bandwidth saved/%
λ=1
λ=5
0.69
1.08
3.35
4.32
6.51
9.28
9.08
13.54
11.76
17.72
22.96
35.76

λ=10
1.05
5.28
10.45
14.79
18.23
38.96

Figure 4. Bandwidth saving under two algorithms (   0.25 )
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Figure 5. Bandwidth saving under two algorithms (   1 )

Figure 6. Bandwidth saving under two algorithms (   5 )

Figure 7. Bandwidth saving under two algorithms (   10 )
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Figure 4 to Figure 7 show bandwidth consumed in different access ratio under the two
algorithms. We can see that bandwidth of main link in network decreases with size of window
W increases and dynamic schedule algorithm has a higher decreasing ratio and consumes
less bandwidth. Especially with bigger  , the difference is even more. Table 2 shows the
bandwidth saving of main link in system under dynamic schedule algorithm.

5. Conclusion
Decades has passed since multimedia technology used in education system. In the future,
with the development of education and increasing number of multimedia files, streaming
multimedia would be used in education system to save hardware resource.
In streaming distribution system, schedule algorithm is a key technology in the network. In
order to improve data delivering efficiency and saving bandwidth, dynamic schedule
algorithm has been proposed in the paper. The algorithm allocate corresponding space with
time distribution of access arriving. With prefetching and caching of regular flow, number of
patches in the system is greatly decreased. It also reduce the bandwidth of proxy and main
link in network. According to the simulation results, the new algorithm has a better
performance than OBP + prefix & patch caching. The algorithm is especially used in
education system with high accesses ratio at short time.
In education system, some multimedia files with great importance should be pre-cached in
proxy, and, with middle importance should be partly pre-cached in proxy. The algorithm is
based on access ratio to deliver data flow and adjust patch window size with access arriving
ratio. When the ratio is high, window size should be enlarged, if not, the size should be
reduced.
There are still many problems in the system to be resolved, and schedule algorithm still
need to improve. Further research is in progress.
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